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Abstract We report on progress in growth and

applications of submonolayer (SML) quantum dots (QDs)

in high-speed vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers

(VCSELs). SML deposition enables controlled formation

of high density QD arrays with good size and shape

uniformity. Further increase in excitonic absorption and

gain is possible with vertical stacking of SML QDs using

ultrathin spacer layers. Vertically correlated, tilted or

anticorrelated arrangements of the SML islands are real-

ized and allow QD strain and wavefunction engineering.

Respectively, both TE and TM polarizations of the

luminescence can be achieved in the edge-emission using

the same constituting materials. SML QDs provide

ultrahigh modal gain, reduced temperature depletion and

gain saturation effects when used in active media in laser

diodes. Temperature robustness up to 100 �C for 0.98 lm

range vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) is

realized in the continuous wave regime. An open eye

20 Gb/s operation with bit error rates better than 10�12

has been achieved in a temperature range 25–85 �C
without current adjustment. Relaxation oscillations up to

*30 GHz have been realized indicating feasibility of

40 Gb/s signal transmission.
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Introduction

Presently, data traffic crossing optical fiber networks

increases three orders of magnitude per decade [1]. To

cope with this increase, there exists a growing demand in

adding more channels per a single link, increasing the bit

rate per link and installing new links. The maximum

commercial single-channel data transmission rate is

increasing 4-fold each 5 years. In telecom-range systems

it entered 40 Gb/s transmission range with 100 Gb/s to

come in the nearest future. External intensity modulation

is used in telecom transmitters to match both speed and

spectral and beam quality requirements. In datacom,

however, where the bit rate has already entered the

10 Gb/s range, directly modulated devices are used due to

cost requirements. Further significant increase in the bit

rate in this approach is becoming more and more

demanding, because of the extreme power densities in the

cavity needed to match the requested time response.
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Furthermore, high differential capacitance under forward

bias, bit error rate (BER) requirements requesting a pro-

portional power increase with the speed increase and the

related high power consumption are limiting factors for

the performance and competitiveness. At the same time

the bit rate increase is also characteristic for copper

electrical interconnects, where the market approached

*US$40B in 2006 with an annual growth rate of *16%.

As the attenuation of signal at 10 Gb/s makes cost-

effective transmission through copper prohibitively

expensive and complex at distances *3–10 m, this seg-

ment is to be covered by optical interconnects at speeds

higher 10 Gb/s. Fiber optic links based on vertical-cavity

surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) are broadly believed to

be the best candidates [2–4] for these applications in the

foreseeable future, however, the device performance must

match the performance demand and respond the above

listed challenges.

Moreover, lack of components, operating in a robust

way even at 20 Gb/s in the requested temperature and BER

ranges, raises questions concerning the further perspectives

of the VCSEL technology. To respond the demands,

directly modulated devices need to overcome the following

challenges:

– a 4-fold increase in the modulation speed requires a 16-

fold increase in the current density, assuming the

similar device geometry (the relaxation oscillation

frequency, characterizing the time-response of the

active medium, scales with the square root of the

power density in the laser cavity);

– a 4-fold increase in the modulation speed requests a

proportional increase in the output power to provide the

same power per pulse to keep the same BER. This

translates to *3 mW of ‘‘in-fiber’’ power for 40 Gb/s

VCSELs;

– with transmission speed increase and the related ultra-

high power densities, the wavelength chirp, dynamic

beam degradation, and spatial hole-burning are becom-

ing pronounced, deteriorating the optical transmission,

even in case where single mode devices are used;

– increased current density results in a significant over-

heating and accelerated degradation rate, even when all

the other parameters of the device are met.

A significant increase of the modulation speed of

VCSELs combined with the demands for power, degrada-

tion robustness and speed of next generation ultrahigh

speed systems require new material and device concepts.

This paper addresses VCSEL prospects in parts of using

of novel types of submonolayer quantum dot (SML QD)

active media [5], [6] capable to ultrahigh modal gain,

keeping all the other key QD advantages in place, such as

excitonic gain mechanism, suppressed carrier diffusion and

low degradation rate. We underline also the role of the

novel VCSEL design, which avoids dangerous parasitic

cavity modes causing gain depletion, self-pulsation and

radiative leakage.

We believe that further VCSEL development, being

based on nanophotonic approaches, will ensure the neces-

sary pace of the device performance to cope with the tasks

of the decades to come.

Stranski-Krastanow Quantum Dot Gain Media

Lasing in self-organized Stranski-Krastanow QDs (SK-

QDs) at room and low temperatures was reported in 1993

applying edge-emitting geometry and photopumped exci-

tation [7]. Soon after (1994) current injection lasing in QDs

[8] up to 300 K was reported. In 1995 injection lasing in

QDs at 80 K with the threshold current density of 815 A/

cm2 [9–11] was observed. SK-QDs have been also used in

the active region of VCSELs [12]. In 1996 high-perfor-

mance VCSELs based on vertically coupled QDs have

been realized [13] by MBE and, later, MOCVD [14]. Later,

however, the main interest has shifted towards long-

wavelength 1.3 lm devices. Indeed, the first-ever GaAs-

based VCSEL emitting beyond 1.3 lm was realized using

SK InAs QDs [15]. There has been a lot of activities to

improve the device. However, in spite of the fact that the

basic performance at room temperature in the CW mode

was significantly improved [16], high-temperature opera-

tion and high-speed modulation remained a big issue,

opposite to 1300 nm-range edge-emitters based on the

same epitaxial QD material [16], [17]. Low modulation

bandwidth [16], [18] and insufficient temperature robust-

ness [18] appeared to be a problem for 1.3 lm GaAs SK-

QD VCSELs. More recently, a new explosion of interest,

also for 850–1,100 nm spectral range occurred, being

sparked by the need to extend dramatically the speed of

directly modulated devices for optical interconnects, but

avoid the risk of device degradation. The extreme robust-

ness of edge-emitting QD lasers to degradation [19], [20]

and the temperature stability of their characteristics [21],

[22] motivated the research.

Growth of QDs Using Submonolayer Deposition

Submonolayer (SML) deposition of lattice mismatched

material results in dense arrays of nanoscale two-dimen-

sional islands [23]. Submonolayer deposition on vicinal

surfaces was applied to form tilted superlattices [24] or

single-sheet QD structures 25]. Later, formation of arrays

of anisotropic InAs islands ordered in size and shape has

been reported on terraces of misoriented GaAs surfaces
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26]. A remarkable feature of SML islands is their weak

carrier localization energy, which makes device applica-

tions at room temperature demanding. However, for II–VI

materials with large electron and hole effective masses and,

also, significant Coulomb interaction energy further

enhanced by carrier localization, a lot of interesting options

arises [27, 28]. After overgrowth with the matrix material,

the deposition of the next SML insertion is controlled by

the non-uniform lateral strain distribution caused by the

underlying strained islands and different types of correlated

structures can be formed [29].

The spontaneous formation of ordered arrays of islands

has been studied theoretically and experimentally for a

long time (see, e. g., a review in [30]). The formation of

ordered (‘‘parquet’’) structures on crystal surfaces has been

shown to occur if two phases with different values of

intrinsic surface stress (sij) coexist on the surface [23]. The

surface of the crystal is intrinsically stressed due to the

necessity to follow the lattice parameter of the bulk where

the atom arrangement is different. If the values of this

surface stress are different for the two phases co-existing

on the crystal surface (heteroepitaxial deposits, domains of

surface reconstruction, adsorbate phases, etc.), formation of

boundaries will always result in some elastic energy

relaxation (Fig 1) of the more stressed phase along the

boundaries between the domains, making ripening of the

domains energetically unfavorable. For strained 2D islands

there always exists a total energy minimum for a particular

island size [23, 30].

At finite temperature the island size distribution some-

what broadens [31], and another peak in the island size

distribution appears near the zero island size, correspond-

ing to the finite concentration of free adatoms and their

associates on the surface. The mean size and density of the

equilibrium islands decrease with increasing substrate

temperature [31]. At very high temperatures only the peak

in the size distribution curve at zero island size survives

and the island size dispersion becomes very pronounced.

In Fig. 2 equilibrium distribution of the number of

atoms in 2D islands as a function of substrate temperature

is shown [31]. The optimum island at T = 0 consists of

N0 = 625 atoms, and the surface coverage is 0.1. With

temperature increase, more atoms are transferred to a phase

of mobile adatoms existing on the surface. The equilibrium

island size decreases and the island density decreases as

well.

In Fig. 3 we show processed cross-section high-resolu-

tion transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images of

InAs submonolayer insertions in a GaAs matrux. The lat-

eral size of the InAs-rich domains formed at 480 �C is

Fig. 1 Two phases with different values of intrinsic surface stress

(sij) coexist on the surface. If the values sij are different, there exists a

resulting elastic relaxation force F, which causes the lattice displace-

ment to reduce the energy of the system. Thus, formation of

boundaries becomes energetically favorable unless short-range

potential due to dangling bonds at the edges starts to play a role.

Thus, an optimal size of the island exists

Fig. 2 Equilibrium distribution of the number of atoms 2D islands.

The optimum island at T = 0 consists of N0 = 625 atoms, and the

surface coverage is 0.1

Fig. 3 Processsed HRTEM image of 0.3 ML InAs deposit in a GaAs

matrix at 350 �C (a) and 480 �C (b)
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close to 2–3 nm being in general agreement with the data

reported [26] for InAs submonolayer deposits on GaAs.

Deposition at lower temperature results in lateral sizes of

6–8 nm in a general agreement with theory.

As the localization energy of SML QDs is relatively

small, their stacking appears to be particularly important.

In Fig. 4 we show results of theoretic modeling of the

preferable arrangement of 2D-shaped islands in an elasti-

cally anisotropic media. A phase diagram of a double sheet

array of flat islands (right, Fig. 4) is shown. P is the ratio of

the force applied to buried islands in different directions, z0

is the separation between the surface and the sheet of

buried islands, and D is the in-plane period. One can see

that for thinner spacers the growth occurs in predominantly

vertically correlated way, or in tilted arrangement. How-

ever, already at periods close to one half of the lateral

period, a transition to anticorrelated growth occurs [6, 30].

At larger spacer layer thicknesses, the correlated growth is

to dominate again, but at thicker spacers both the degree of

vertical alignment and the strength of electronic coupling

are dramatically reduced. Thus, vertically correlated

growth can be realized for SML QDs only at extremely thin

spacer layers.

In Fig. 5 we show HRTEM (a) and processed HRTEM

(b) images of stacked InAs 0.5 ML islands inserted into a

1.2 nm GaAs layer in an Al0.4Ga0.6As matrix at 490 �C.

One can see from the image that the islands can be

observed only after image-processing, which reveals the

local lattice parameter in the vertical direction. One can see

that the islands do not form clearly vertically correlated

arrangement in the range of the spacer thicknesses chosen.

In spite of the fact that the lateral dimensions of SML

QDs are small and the related strain fields are weak, these

QDs can be revealed in plan-view TEM images, giving a

possibility to judge on their lateral density and relative

lateral sizes, revealed by the associated strain fields. Plan-

view TEM images of InAs 0.5 ML islands inserted into a

1.2 nm GaAs layer clad into an AlxGa1-xAs matrix and

stacked with a 5 nm periodicity are shown in Fig. 6 for (a)

Al0.4Ga0.6As matrix and (b) Al0.6Ga0.4As matrix. The lat-

eral density of SML QDs (*1–2 · 1011 cm�2) is much

higher as compared to conventional Stranski-Krastanow

QDs deposited in similar conditions. The lateral sizes

(overestimated by strain fields) are significantly lower

(<10 nm), respectively.

Anticorrelated arrangement of SML QDs was first

clearly revealed for CdSe QDs in a ZnSe matrix, as it is

shown in Fig. 7. Significant extension of the strain fields of

SML islands can be seen in Fig. 7b in the total lattice

displacement map, which evidences the 2D-like shifted flat

pedestal regions on top of the islands. Thus, the strain

gradient regions are mostly concentrated at the edges of

these pedestals, making the anti-correlated or tilted growth

arrangement favorable.

The actual distribution of the material in SML islands is

different from the nominal one due to the finite adatom

concentration on the surface and diffusion- and

Fig. 4 Modeling of the preferable arrangement of 2D-shaped islands

in an elastically-anisotropic media. A phase diagram of a double sheet

array of flat islands (left) is shown. P is the ratio of the force applied

to buried islands in different directions, z0 is the separation between

the surface and the sheet of buried islands, and D is the in-plane

period. C- denotes correlated arrangement, A-anticorrelated and I-

intermediate (tilted) arrangement

Fig. 5 HRTEM (a) and processed HRTEM (b) images of stacked

InAs 0.5 ML islands inserted into a 1.2 nm GaAs layer in an

Al0.4Ga0.6As matrix. (b) shows a color-coded map of the local

increase of the lattice parameter in the vertical direction. Substrate

temperature is 490 �C
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segregation-induced intermixing. In HRTEM experiments,

averaging effects along the HRTEM foil used in mea-

surements is taking place. Thus, careful comparison of

modeled and experimental results is needed to judge on

real material distribution. In Fig. 8 color-coded local lattice

parameter (a,c) and total lattice displacement maps mod-

eled for anticorrelated arrangement of 2D islands are

shown. By comparison of the experimental image in Fig. 7

with the modeling data in Fig. 8 and assuming significant

averaging due to the small lateral island size as compared

to the HRTEM foil (*15 nm), one may conclude that the

actual CdSe composition of SML islands is at or higher

than 40% and the adatom-induced ‘‘wetting layer’’ com-

position is 15–20% or lower.

Electronic Properties of Submonolayer QDs

Small lateral size of the islands formed by ultrathin inser-

tions raises a question on the applicability of QD model to

explain the properties of SML insertions. A clear signature

of QD states is observation of discrete luminescence lines

due to single QDs [28], which survive up to high

temperatures.

In Fig. 9 we show cathodoluminescence spectra of CdSe

QDs obtained using an approach of ultrasmall openings in

metal masks. This technique had been used to resolve

single QD emission lines up to high observation tempera-

tures and to calculate the density of the QDs. A series of

temperature dependent spectra of a single QD is displayed

in Fig. 9a. Increasing the temperature enhances the prob-

ability of phonon-related dephasing processes, causing

Lorentzian broadening of the lines above 50 K. For tem-

peratures above 110 K the lines are still clearly resolved in

the spectra while their wavelength overlap becomes more

pronounced. The peak energy of single lines and of their

overlap at higher temperatures followed the CdSe band-gap

dependence up to room temperature, evidencing the fact

that no change in the recombination mechanism took place

and the same QD radiative recombination mechanism

dominate at 300 K. A lineshape analysis showed that the

Fig. 6 InAs 0.5 ML islands

inserted into a 1.2 nm GaAs

layer clad into an AlxGa1-xAs

matrix and stacked with a 5 nm

period. (a) Al0.4Ga0.6As matrix

(b) Al0.6Ga0.4As matrix

Fig. 7 (a) <110> projection HRTEM image of a CdSe/ZnSe

submonolayer (SML) superlattice structure. (b) Color-coded maps

of the local lattice parameter in the vertical <001> direction and (c)

the total atom displacements with respect to the underlying ZnSe

layer plane for the same area
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integrated intensity remained almost constant (see Fig. 9c)

up to and above 100 K, while the amplitude decreased

due to the dephasing-induced broadening. These obser-

vations suggest that thermal activation of QD excitons to

continuum states is negligible even at temperatures above

100 K.

Another unique possibility, which was first discovered

in SML QDs [29], and was later translated to SK QDs [32,

33] is a possibility to control polarization of the lumines-

cence of QD structures in edge geometry. Indeed, vertically

coupled growth results in strain and wavefunction modifi-

cations which favor unpolarized or even TM-polarized

emission in edge geometry, opposite to the case of

uncoupled QDs, always demonstrating TE-polarized

emission, similar to the case of compressively strained or

lattice-matched quantum wells.

In Fig. 10 we show color-coded maps of the local lattice

parameter for SML QDs stacked with 3 nm (top) and

1.5 nm (bottom) spacer layers. One can see from Fig. 10

that transition to thinner spacers is accompanied by a

remarkable change in the vertical correlation of the islands.

Vertically aligned chains become clearly visible.

In Fig. 11 linearly polarized photoluminescence (PL)

spectra of CdSe–ZnSe structures with 8, 3 and 1.5 nm

ZnSe spacers measured in edge geometry are shown. The

polarization changes from mostly TE for uncoupled islands

(8 nm spacers) to mostly TM (accompanied by a red shift)

for vertically coupled islands (1.5 nm spacers). The 3 nm

spacer sample shows emission from both types of islands.

Thus, formation of vertically correlated states is clearly

confirmed in photoluminescence studies, on top of

HRTEM results, evidencing the modification of the elec-

tronic spectrum of QDs.

It is also very important to note that the electron and

hole confinement in vertically coupled QDs is significantly

increased as compared to the wetting layer and matrix

continuum, further improving temperature stability of the

QD luminescence.

In the case of vertically correlated growth at very thin

spacer layers, the surface morphology of the (In,Ga)As

insertions becomes significantly affected, the dot size

increases, and a periodic interface corrugation occurs.

The thickness and compositional modulation are

revealed in this case in plan-view transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) images (see Fig. 12a, c). In the case of

anti-correlated or tilted arrangement of the islands, the

interfaces remain planar, while the compositional modu-

lation can be revealed in cross-section high-resolution

transmission electron microscopy and in cross-section

scanning tunneling microscopy (X-STM) [34]. In Fig. 13

we show a cross-section scanning tunneling microscopy

image of SML QD insertions in chemically sensitive

Fig. 8 Color-coded local lattice

parameter (a, c) and total lattice

displacement maps modeled for

anticorrelated arrangement of

2D islands: 4 ML CdXZn1-XSe

insertion (a, b) with

Xisland = 0.4, Xadatoms = 0.2;

3 ML CdXZn1-XSe (c, d) with

Xisland = 1, Xadatoms = 0

Fig. 9 (a) Emission spectra of an individual CdSe QD for different

temperatures. (b) Temperature dependent linewidth of individual QD

exciton lines. (c) Temperature dependent integrated intensities of

individual QD exciton lines
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conditions. Gray contrast corresponds to InAs SML

regions, which are coupled into tilted chains. The tilted

arrangement was theoretically predicted [35] and later

observed for flat 2D-shaped QDs [36]. The horizontal lines

correspond to single monolayer planes and the overall

thickness of the insertion is *7 nm. Thus, the SML

deposition leads simultaneously to a significant lateral

compositional modulation and high QD density [34],

resulting in a high material and modal gain.

For ultrahigh-speed directly modulated VCSEL appli-

cations it is extremely important to create an active media,

which is capable to ultrahigh modal gain at extremely high

temperatures and current densities. The problem of con-

ventional QW active media is the step-like density of states

for intersuband transitions, which results in hole-burning

effects at high current densities and gain depletion due to

overheating. In spite of the fact that ultrahigh exciton

oscillator strength can be realized in absorption spectra of

QWs, the excitons do not play any positive role under the

lasing conditions. At first, the excitons can be partially

dissolved at room temperature. However, even in structures

made of II–VI materials, where the exciton oscillator

strength is high and the excitons dominate up to high

excitation densities and observation temperatures, the

predominant lasing mechanism is related to LO-phonon-

assisted excitonic gain, which is relatively weak, as it

comes from many-particle interactions (predominantly

including an exciton and two LO-phonons). At high tem-

peratures and excitation densities the excitons are heated

and have a significant in-plane k-vector, making the

Fig. 10 Color-coded maps of

the local lattice parameter for

SML QDs stacked with 3 nm

(top) and 1.5 nm(bottom) spacer

layers. The relative arrangement

of islands is shown

schematically in the right

figures in relation to edge

luminescence polarization axes

Fig. 11 Linearly polarized

photoluminescence (PL) of

structures with 8, 3 and 1.5 nm

spacers measured in edge

geometry. The polarization

changes from mostly TE for

uncoupled islands (8 nm

spacers) to mostly TM

(accompanied by a red shift) for

vertically coupled islands

(1.5 nm spacers). The 3 nm

spacer sample shows emission

from both types of islands. The

relative arrangement of islands

is shown schematically in the

right figures in relation to edge

luminescence polarization axes

Nanoscale Res Lett (2007) 2:417–429 423
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probability of their zero-phonon radiative annihilation

negligibly low [5, 27, 28]. Already in narrow II–VI quan-

tum wells, however, the interface roughness can make a

zero-phonon scattering-assisted lasing mechanism domi-

nant. A truly excitonic gain can be realized, however, only

in QDs, where the excitons are fully confined. In practical

QD structures, at least an order of magnitude higher

material gain as compared to QWs at room temperature

was manifested, even in case of significantly inhomoge-

neously broadened ensembles (>kT). The problem of using

conventional S-K QDs in VCSELs originates, however,

from the fact that the sheet density of QDs is relatively low

*1–8 · 1010 cm�2 and the carriers can escape from QDs

at elevated temperatures populating the matrix and wetting

layer states. Increasing the density of QDs by stacking is

difficult due to the increased average strain in the structure

and the related formation of misfit dislocations. As oppo-

site, very small QDs formed by SML insertions can form

efficient confinement centers of ultrahigh density, which

can lift effectively the k-selection rule, but do not degrade

the structural quality of the system. Pure exctionic lasing

mechanism up to high temperatures and excitation densi-

ties can be realized on one side, while an ultrahigh density

of QDs can be achieved on the other. Thus, gain coeffi-

cients comparable to the absorption coefficients in narrow

QWs can be potentially, realized. To achieve this goal,

however, one needs to keep the lateral size of the localizing

insertions to be comparable or less than the effective

exciton radius in the narrow QWs (about 5–8 nm). The

confinement potential should be made as large as possible

to provide the strongest confinement of the localized

exciton with respect to the continuum states. The lateral

separation between the localizing centers should be suffi-

cient to prevent coupling of QD excitons to broad

minizones staying above 3–5 nm, depending on the con-

finement potential (the size inhomogeneity may reduce the

coupling even at very small average lateral separations). As

a result of the above consideration, the material arrange-

ment presented in Fig. 13 seems to be particularly

interesting for applications in VCSELs.

Thus, in the case of the particular SML QDs used for the

VCSEL structures processed and studied in this work, the

SML growth proceeded in a mode with ten 0.5 ML InAs

deposition cycles separated by 2.2 ML GaAs spacers at a

substrate temperature of 490 �C. 10 s growth interruptions

were introduced at the GaAs interfaces to ensure repro-

ducible surface morphology for the InAs nucleation. Three

sheets of stacked SML QD insertions separated by 13-nm-

thick GaAs spacer layers were used as an active region

[34].

In Fig. 14 we show photoluminescence (PL) and PL

excitation (PLE) spectra of the SML QD structure, used in

VCSELs, taken at 7 K. Two sharp peaks, separated by

12 meV with a full width at half maximum of *4–5 meV

are observed in the PL spectra. The peak at lower energy

dominates the spectra at low excitation densities (4 mW/

cm2), while the high-energy peak increases with higher

Fig. 12 Plan-view transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images

of submonolayer QDs: Thicknesses of the insertions and the

compostions are: (a) 5.4 nm, In0.24Al0.26Ga0.48As; (b) 7.8 nm,

In0.19Ga0.81As; (c) 5.4 nm In0.24Ga0.76As. Submonolayer deposition

is performed in 0.8 ML InAs cycles (a, c), or in 0.5 ML (b) cycles.

The characteristic feature size varies from 15–30 nm (a) to 5–15 nm

(b) and 40–60 nm (c). Depending on the AlAs and InAs composition

one can adjust the wavelength of SML QDs within 0.75–1.3 lm

Fig. 13 Empty state cross-section scanning tunneling microscopy

image of the SML QD insertion taken at low positive sample bias.

Ten cycles of 0.5 ML InAs deposition cycles separated by 2.2 ML

GaAs spacers at a substrate temperature of 490 �C has been

deposited. 2–3 nm-wide In-rich columns tilted by *35o with respect

to [001] direction are observed

424 Nanoscale Res Lett (2007) 2:417–429
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excitation densities. PL excitation spectra evidence that

both peaks originate from the same quantum object. The

PLE spectra, detected at the lower energy peak reveals the

higher energy peak, indicating that both states originate in

the same quantum object. As the height of the SML

insertion is only *7 nm, the double-peak feature can’t be

explained by the light-to-heavy hole exciton splitting due

to the significant strain and quantum confinement-induced

separation between the two valence band states [37]. The

most natural assumption for the origin of the features is

ground and excited heavy-hole QD exciton states, similar

to the case of three-dimensional QDs [37].

Similarly, for the double-peak feature in the PLE spectra

at 1.43 and 1.49 eV light-hole-like ground and excited

exciton states might be responsible.

In Fig. 15 we show micro-PL spectra of the SML QDs

taken with an excitation spot size of *1 lm2. One can see

that the PL spectrum is composed of multiple sharp lines

originating from different SML QDs with narrow features

resolved at both low and at high photon energy side of the

spectrum [37]. The sharp emission lines are reproducible,

once the micro-PL spectrum is repeated for the same spot

(see gray line in Fig. 15). These sharp lines change, when

the excitation spot on the sample is moved and can’t be

attributed to noise fluctuations. Similar features have been

also revealed for the high-energy PL peak. Further studies

are presently under way to achieve better understanding of

the nature of the involved electronic states and optical

properties of this type of SML QDs used in the VCSELs

studied.

VCSEL Cavity Design

The radiative recombination probability of the dipole can

be changed by changing the effective refractive index of

the media to which the photon is emitted. Multilayer

media open dramatic possibilities in redistribution of the

oscillator strength, increase in the differential gain and

suppression of the parasitic modes. The easiest approach

to improve VCSEL device performance is to apply an

antiwaveguiding design [38] with the cavity region having

a smaller refractive index as compared to the average

refractive index of the distributed Bragg reflectors

(DBRs).

In conventional VCSELs, the cavity region is typically

composed of the material having a higher refractive index.

In this situation in-plane waveguide modes are possible. It

is well known that VCSEL structures behave as low-

threshold high-performance in-plane lasers, if processed in

stripe-laser geometry. Assuming a standard high-speed

oxide-confined VCSEL design with relatively small deep-

etched VCSEL mesa, two types of in-plane confined

modes, which do not penetrate into the DBRs, are possible.

High quality factor (Q) modes are associated with the

etched mesa, which is typically small enough to reduce the

parasitic capacitance. Low-Q modes are associated with the

oxide aperture [39]. As the VCSEL is operating under high

current densities, the absorbing regions of the mesa, which

are not electrically pumped by current injection become

transparent by photoexitation due to in-plane spontaneous

and stimulated emission.

These high Q modes behave as whispering gallery

modes in microdisc structures, or, in some sense, similar to

the modes existing in four-side facet-cleaved laser diodes.

High power density accumulated in these modes can dra-

matically reduce the radiative lifetime and prevents low-

threshold lasing for the VCSEL mode. Higher order high Q
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Fig. 14 Photoluminescence (PL) and PL excitation spectra of the

SML QD structure. The PL spectra are taken at excitation densities of

4 mW/cm2 (solid line) and *1 kW/cm2 (dash-dotted line). The PLE

spectrum is taken at 1.357 eV, which corresponds to the maximum of

the PL intensity

Fig. 15 Micro-PL spectra of the SML QD emission taken with an

excitation spot of *1 lm2 at T = 7 K. The gray line is the part of the

PL spectrum repeated for the same excitation spot. The gray spectrum

is shifted for clarity. One can see that all the main features in the

spectra coincide
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whispering gallery modes penetrate deep into the VCSEL

mesa up to the distance *R/n, where R is the radius of the

VCSEL mesa and n is the effective refractive index of the

waveguide medium [39].

The whispering gallery modes associated with the oxide

aperture is characterized by lower Q values due to the

lower effective refractive index step in the outer region

[39].

An approach to reduce such problems like radiative

leakage, gain depletion, self-pulsation, or even parasitic in-

plane lasing in VCSELs is the anti-waveguiding (AVC-

SEL) design, where no guided modes are possible for in-

plane light propagation (see Fig. 16). The intensity of the

guided mode is redistributed in this case towards tilted

emission, which has low overlap with the active region and

effectively leaks to the substrate. The AVCSEL concept is

different to AlAs-rich half-wave cavity, previously used for

creation of ultrahigh optical confinement oxide-confined

VCSELs [40]. The AlAs-rich half-wave cavity designs

may result in a low-loss in-plane mode with a significant

overlap with the active layer. The mode is confined in the

p-GaAs contact layer, which is sandwiched between the

AlAs cavity on one side, and the dielectric Bragg reflector

on the other. In the AVCSEL design such modes should be,

preferably, avoided.

Further suppression of the parasitic tilted modes is

possible in a multi-periodicity DBR VCSEL design, when

the tilted modes can be suppressed by a second DBR

periodicity.

Experimental Studies of 980 nm Sml QD Avcsels

Static Device Characteristics

The 980 nm VCSEL structures using InGaAs SML QDs,

[34] were realized in an antiwaveguiding design [38, 39]

with a high Al-content cavity and doped bottom and top

distributed Bragg reflectors with 32 and 19 pairs respec-

tively (see Fig. 16). A single AlAs-rich aperture layer,

being partially oxidized, was placed in a field intensity

node on top of the 3k/2 cavity. High speed and high-effi-

ciency devices with a co-planar layout were processed

using standard lithographic, metal deposition and dry

etching techniques. The selective oxidation procedure to

create the oxide apertures was performed under carefully

optimized conditions [34] to avoid formation of parasitic

precipitates causing strain, degradation and increasing

scattering loss in the devices.

Fig. 17 shows static continuous wave (cw) device

characteristics for a 5 lm aperture multimode laser. The

output power exceeds 10 mW at 20 �C; the differential

efficiency and threshold current are hardly dependent on

temperature over a very broad range.

Small Signal Modulation

For the small signal characterization the light was butt-

coupled into a *3 m 62.5 lm graded index multimode

fiber, which was connected to a 25 GHz frequency cali-

brated multimode photoreceiver (Discovery

Semiconductors DSC30 S). The small signal modulation as

well as the recording of the frequency dependent trans-

mission (S21) and reflection (S11) was done with a

calibrated HP 8722 C 40 GHz network analyzer. Fig-

ure 18 shows small signal modulation parameters under

continuous wave (cw) operation for a 6 lm SML QD-

VCSEL at 25 and 85 �C, obtained from fitting the three-

parameter transfer function with the unknown resonance

frequency fres, damping rate c and parasitic cutoff fre-

quency of the RC low-pass fpar to the S21 modulation

response [41]. The maximum bandwidths (Fig. 10a) are 15

and 13 GHz, the modulation current efficiency factors are

4.6 and 5:6 GHz=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

mA
p

, respectively. Due to a smaller

cavity-gain detuning at 85 �C for small currents, the

modulation efficiency here is higher. The maximum ther-

mally limited resonance frequency at 25 �C is close to

fres = 10 GHz, see Fig. 18b. The thermally limited modu-

lation bandwidth would be *15.5 GHz. Fig. 18c shows

the damping rate vs. square of the resonance frequency.

The K-factor is identical for both temperatures up to

medium resonance frequencies and currents. Its value

predicts an intrinsic bandwidth of fdamp = 21 GHz. From

the different kink-points of the slope of the damping rate at

both temperatures the influence of the temperature depen-

dent differential gain on the damping rate can be inferred.

The electrical RC-limited bandwidth is fpar = 12 GHz,

obtained from equivalent circuit fitting to the measured

S11-parameters. With negligible damping and no thermal
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Fig. 16 Refractive index and superimposed intensity distribution for

the central part of the SML QD-VCSEL
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effects, this would result in a parasitic limited modulation

bandwidth of (2 + H3) · fpar [42]. Damping is always

present and the maximum parasitic limit is only reached for

very high resonance frequencies of fr = H(5 + 3H3) · fpar.

One can conclude, that the resonance frequency and thus

thermal effects dominate. Simulations of the transfer

function with different values for fres, c and fpar also con-

firmed this condition. A small signal modulation bandwidth

of 12 GHz has been reported in [43] for edge emitting QD

lasers.

Large Signal Modulation

The same fibers and detector as for the small signal mod-

ulation experiments were used. Fig. 19a shows optical eye

diagrams for 20 Gb/s back-to-back NRZ 27–1 PRBS

modulation at 25 and 85 �C. The bias current and modu-

lation voltage were kept constant at 13 mA and 0.8 Vp-p for

this comparison. Both eyes are clearly open. The signal to

noise ratio (S/N) changed only from 5.9 at 25 �C to 4.3 at

85 �C, the extinction ratio was above 4.0 dB. Fig. 11b

shows the bit-error-rates (BER) also at 25 and 85 �C.

Except for the modulation voltage at 25 �C of 1.2 Vp-p, the

driving conditions were identical to the eye measurements.

To account for the required discriminator voltage of the

error detector, a 40 GHz amplifier was used after the

photoreceiver. The device operates error free with a

BER < 10�12 and no error floor even for 85 �C. The pen-

alty at 85 �C is only 1 dB compared to the back-to-back

error rate at 25 �C. As can be deduced from the error free

eye in Fig. 19a at 25 �C, an identical modulation voltage of

0.8 Vp-p would have resulted in the same BER, but the

penalty at 85 �C compared to 25 �C would have been even

smaller. To the best of our knowledge this is the fastest

error free large signal modulation of any VCSEL at 85 �C.

20 Gb/s [3], [44] or faster [4] large signal modulation

experiments have been performed at lower temperatures,

but the high speed performance at 85 �C is crucial for most

short-distance optical interconnect applications.

Thus, we demonstrated 980 nm VCSELs based on a

triple stack of quantum dots, deposited in a submonolayer

growth mode, with a thermally limited, error free 20 Gb/s

direct modulated operation at 25 and 85 �C. In combina-

tion with their excellent static performance, i.e. high

external efficiency even at 85 �C, these devices demon-

strate the potential of this novel active material for

temperature stable ultra high speed VCSELs. At room
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Fig. 17 Characteristics of a

multimode SML-QD-AVCSEL:

(a) L-U-I and (b) wall-plug

efficiency and threshold current

vs. temperature

Fig. 18 Small signal modulation parameters for a 6 lm SML QD-

VCSEL at 25 and 85 �C, obtained from fitting the modulation

response to the three-parameter transfer function: (a)—3 dB band-

width and (b) resonance frequency as a function of the square root of

the current above threshold, (c) damping rate vs. squared resonance

frequency. The maximum -3 dB bandwidth is 15 and 13 GHz,

respectively
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temperature, it is possible to achieve 25 Gb/s transmission

(see Fig. 20) even both RC and photodetector response

limitations (*25 GHz) become evident.

To evaluate the ultimate time response of the device

relaxation oscillation studies have been performed. A sat-

uration relaxation oscillation frequency of 28 GHz was

derived (see Fig. 21). Thus, >40 Gb/s transmission is

possible in case if the device resistance is further reduced,

and an optimized heat dissipating VCSEL design [45] is

provided.

Conclusions

Development of novel types of QD media capable to

ultrahigh current densities without suffering from gain

saturation and lifetime degradation effects is a must to

realize ultrahigh-speed directly modulated high-tempera-

ture VCSELs. SML QDs provide such an opportunity. The

performance of SML QDs can be additionally enhanced by

properly engineered VCSEL design. A significant further

improvement in the performance of directly modulated

VCSEL can be expected with proper optimization of SML

QDs. Future work will also include wavelength adjustment

of SML QDs to 850 nm and 1300 nm spectral ranges.
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